COLOR SELECTION GUIDE

NOTE: Color selections on this chart approximate closely as possible the appearance of integral color when used on horizontal, treated concrete. Variations can be expected due to job site conditions. Finishing techniques, use of sealers and slight raw material color drifts. Consistency of color of cement and aggregate as well as the content of the concrete mix design is critical in achieving uniform color from batch to batch. The addition of extra water to the mix will affect the uniformity of the color. Uneven curing and/or rapid drying of the concrete will also affect the uniformity of the color.

BAY GREEN 5A
COAL GRAY 4A
THISTLE BROWN 4B
APRICOT 4C
RED CLAY 4D
GOLDENROD 4E
PAPRIKA 4F
MAIZE 4G
SIENNA 3A
GUNMETAL GRAY 3B
GRANOLA 3C
CORNSTALK 3D
MIST GREEN 3E
CAMEL 2A
SALMON 2B
COOL MAUVE 2C
SUNSET 2D
LIGHT COPPER 1A
SEAL GRAY 1B
LIGHT MELON 1C
RHUBARB 1D
BUCKSKIN 1E
QUAIL GRAY 1F
SIERRA ROSE 1G
CHAMDIS 1H